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REMARKS ON HEAVY-QUARK PRODUCTIONIN PHOTON�NUCLEON AND PHOTON�PHOTONCOLLISIONS�A. SzzurekH. Niewodniza«ski, Institute of Nulear PhysisRadzikowskiego 152, 31-342 Kraków, PolandandUniversity of RzeszówRejtana 16, 35-959 Rzeszów, Poland(Reeived May 22, 2003)I disuss mehanisms of heavy quark prodution in (real) photon�nuleon and (real) photon�(real) photon ollisions. In partiular, I fouson appliation of the Saturation Model. In addition to the main dipole�nuleon or dipole�dipole ontribution inluded in reent analyses, I proposehow to alulate within the same formalism the hadroni single-resolvedontribution to heavy quark prodution. At high photon�photon energiesthis yields a sizeable orretion of about 30�40% for inlusive harm produ-tion and 15�20% for bottom prodution. Adding all possible ontributionsto e+e� ! b�bX together removes a huge de�it observed in earlier worksbut does not solve the problem totally.PACS numbers: 12.38.Bx, 12.38.Lg, 12.40.Vv1. IntrodutionThe total ross setion for virtual photon�proton sattering in the re-gion of small x and intermediate Q2 an be well desribed by the SaturationModel (SAT-MOD) [1℄. The very good agreement with experimental dataan be extended even to the region of rather small Q2 by adjusting an e�e-tive quark mass. At present there is no deep understanding of the �t valueof the parameter as we do not understand in detail the on�nement and theunderlying nonperturbative e�ets related to large size QCD ontributions.In this presentation I shall on�ne myself to the prodution of heavyquarks whih is simpler and more transparent for real photons. Here one� Presented at the Craow Epiphany Conferene on Heavy Flavors, Craow, Poland,January 3�6, 2003. (4443)



4444 A. Szzurekan partially avoid the problem of the poor understanding of the e�etivelight quark mass, i.e. the domain of the large (transverse) size of the hadronisystem emerging from the photon.It was shown reently that the simple SAT-MOD desription an besuessfully extended also to the photon�photon sattering [2℄. The heavyquark prodution in photon�photon ollisions is interesting in the ontextof a de�it of standard QCD preditions relative to the experimental dataas observed reently for b quark prodution.2. Heavy quark prodution in photon�nuleon satteringIn the so-alled dipole piture the ross setion for heavy quark�anti-quark (Q �Q) photoprodution on the nuleon an be written as�N!Q �Q(W ) = Z d2�dz ����Q �QT (~�; z)���2 �dN (�; z;W ) ; (1)where �T is (transverse) quark�antiquark photon wave funtion (see forinstane [4℄) and �dN is the dipole�nuleon total ross setion. Inspired byits phenomenologial suess [1℄ we shall use the SAT-MOD parametrizationfor �dN . Beause for real photoprodution the Bjorken-x is not de�ned weare fored to replae x by xg [3℄.In Fig. 1(a) I show preditions of SAT-MOD for harm photoprodution.The dotted line represents alulations based on Eq. (1). The result ofthis alulation exeeds onsiderably the �xed target experimental data.One should remember, however, that the simple formula (1) applies at highenergies only. At lower energies one should inlude e�ets due to kinematialthreshold. In the momentum representation this an be done by requiring:MQ �Q < W , where MQ �Q is the invariant mass of the �nal Q �Q system. Thisupper limit still exeeds the low energy experimental data. There are phasespae limitations in the region xg ! 1 whih have been negleted so far.Those an be estimated using naive ounting rules. Suh a proedure leadsto a reasonable agreement with the �xed target experimental data.The deviation of the solid line from the dotted line gives an idea ofthe range of the safe appliability of SAT-MOD for the prodution of theharm quarks/antiquarks. The ross setion for W > 20 GeV is pratiallyindependent of the approximate treatment of the threshold e�ets. SAT-MOD seems to slightly underestimate the H1 ollaboration data [5℄. Foromparison in Fig. 1 we show the result of similar alulations in the ollinearapproah (thik dash�dotted line) with details desribed in [3℄.The alulation above is not omplete. For real photons a vetor domi-nane ontribution due to photon �utuation into vetor mesons should be



Remarks on Heavy-Quark Prodution in Photon�Nuleon and : : : 4445inluded on the top of the dipole ontribution. In the present alulation weinlude only the dominant gluon�gluon fusion omponent. Then�VDMN!Q �Q(W ) =XV 4�f2V Z dxV dxN gV (xV ; �2F) gN (xN ; �2F)�gg!Q �Q(Ŵ ) :(2)Here the fV onstants desribe the transition of the photon into vetormesons (�, !, �). The gluon distributions in vetor mesons are taken asthat for the pion [7℄.The dash�dotted line in Fig. 1(a) shows the VDM ontribution alulatedin the leading order (LO) approximation for �gg!Q �Q. The so-alulatedVDM ontribution is small at small energies but annot be negleted athigh energies.The situation for bottom photoprodution seems similar. In Fig. 1(b) Iompare the SAT-MOD preditions with the data from the H1 ollaboration[6℄. Here the threshold e�ets survive up to very high energy W � 50 GeV.Again the preditions of SAT-MOD are slightly below the H1 experimentaldata point. The relative magnitude of the VDM omponent is similar as forthe harm prodution.

Fig. 1. The ross setion for + p! Q �QX . The dotted line: standard SAT-MOD,the dashed line: inludes kinematial threshold, the solid line inludes in additiona suppression by (1�x)7, the thik dash�dotted line: ollinear approximation andthe thin dash�dotted line: the LO VDM ontribution.



4446 A. Szzurek3. Heavy quark prodution in photon-photon satteringIn the dipole�dipole approah the total ross setion for  ! Q �Q pro-dution an be expressed as�dd!Q �Q(W ) =Xf2 6=QZ ����Q �Q(�1; z1)���2 ����f2 �f2(�2; z2)���2 �dd(�1; �2; xQf ) d2�1dz1d2�2dz2+ Xf1 6=QZ ����f1 �f1(�1; z1)���2 ����Q �Q(�2; z2)���2 �dd(�1; �2; xfQ) d2�1dz1d2�2dz2 ;(3)where �dd is the dipole�dipole ross setion.There are two problems assoiated with diret use of (3). First of all, itis not ompletely lear how to generalize �dd from �dN parametrized in [1℄.Seondly, formula (3) is orret only at W � 2mQ. At lower energies oneshould worry about proximity of the kinematial threshold.In a very reent paper [2℄ a new phenomenologial parametrization for�dd has been proposed. The phenomenologial threshold fator in [2℄ doesnot guarantee automati vanishing of the ross setion exatly belowthe true kinematial threshold W = 2ma + 2mb. Therefore, instead ofthe phenomenologial fator I impose an extra kinematial onstraint:Mf �f +MQ �Q < W on the integration in (3).It is also not ompletely lear how to generalize the energy dependeneof �dN in photon�nuleon sattering to the energy dependene of �dd inphoton�photon sattering. In [3℄ I have de�ned the parameter whih ontrolsthe SAT-MOD energy dependene of �dd in a symmetri way with respetto both photons. In omparison to the presription in [2℄, our presriptionleads to a small redution of the ross setion far from the threshold [3℄.Up to now we have alulated the ontribution when photons �utuateinto quark�antiquark pairs, whih is not omplete. The dipole approahmust be supplemented by the resolved photon ontribution. This ontribu-tion an be estimated in the vetor dominane model when either of thephotons �utuates into vetor mesons. If the �rst photon �utuates intothe vetor mesons, the so-de�ned single-resolved ontribution to the heavyquark�antiquark prodution an be alulated analogously to the photon�nuleon ase as�SR;1!Q �Q(W ) =XV1 4�f2V1 Z ����Q �Q2 (�2; z2)���2 �V1d(�2; x1) d2�2dz2 ; (4)where �V1d is vetor meson�dipole total ross setion. In the spirit of SAT-MOD, we parametrize the latter exatly as for the photon�nuleon ase [1℄



Remarks on Heavy-Quark Prodution in Photon�Nuleon and : : : 4447with a simple resaling of the normalization fator �dV0 = 2=3�dN0 . In thepresent alulation �dN0 as well as the other parameters of SAT-MOD aretaken from [1℄. Analogously, if the seond photon �utuates into vetormesons we obtain�SR;2!Q �Q(W ) =XV2 4�f2V2 Z ����Q �Q1 (�1; z1)���2 �dV2(�1; x2) d2�1dz1 : (5)This learly doubles the �rst ontribution (4) to the total ross setion.The integrations in (4) and (5) are not free of kinematial onstraints.When alulating both single-resolved ontributions, it should be hekedadditionally if the heavy quark�antiquark invariant mass MQ �Q is smallerthan the total photon�photon energy W (see [3℄).In Fig. 2 I show di�erent ontributions to the inlusive =� (left panel)and b=�b (right panel) prodution in photon�photon sattering. The thiksolid line represents the sum of all ontributions.Let us start from the disussion of the inlusive harm prodution. Theexperimental data of the L3 ollaboration [9℄ are shown for omparison. Themodi�ations disussed above lead to a small damping of the ross setionin omparison to Ref. [2℄. The orresponding result (long-dashed line) staysbelow the reent experimental data of the L3 ollaboration [9℄. The hadronisingle-resolved ontribution onstitutes about 30�40% of the main SM on-tribution. At high energies the ross setion for the 22� omponent is about8% of that for the single � pair omponent. In the inlusive ross setion itsontribution should be doubled beause eah of the heavy quarks/antiquarksan be potentially identi�ed experimentally.At higher energies the diret ontribution is pratially negligible. Inontrast, the hadroni double-resolved ontribution, when eah of the twophotons �utuates into a vetor meson [3℄ is shown by the thin solid line inthe �gure beomes important only at very high energies relevant for TESLA.Here we have onsistently taken gV (xV ; �2F) = g�(xV ; �2F).The situation for bottom prodution (see right panel) is somewhat dif-ferent. Here the main SAT-MOD omponent is dominant. Due to smallerharge of the bottom quark than that for the harm quark, the diret om-ponent is e�etively redued with respet to the dominant SAT-MOD om-ponent by the orresponding ratio of quark/antiquark harges: (1=9)2 :(4=9)2 = 1=16. The same is true for the 2b2�b omponent. Here, in ad-dition, there are threshold e�ets whih play a role up to relatively highenergy.
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Fig. 2. Di�erent ontributions to the inlusive harm (left panel) and bottom (rightpanel) prodution. The long-dashed line: the dipole�dipole ontribution, the dash�dotted line: the single-resolved ontribution, the lower dashed line: the 2Q2 �Qontribution, the dotted line: the diret ontribution, the gray solid line: double-resolved ontribution. The experimental data for inlusive =� prodution are fromRef. [9℄. 3.1. Short- versus long-distane phenomenaWhat are typial distanes probed in heavy quark prodution? Is theheavy quark prodution a short distane phenomenon? These questions anbe easily answered in the mixed representation formulation onsidered inthe present paper. In Fig. 3 I display the integrand of�!�(W ) = Z I(�1; �2) d�1d�2 : (6)The maxima in Fig. 3 orrespond to the most probable situations. For onelight (mu = md = m0, ms = m0 + 0.15 GeV) and seond heavy quark�antiquark pair the map is learly asymmetri. One an observe a ridgeparallel to the �1 or �2 axis. There is no well loalized maximum. Bothshort and long distanes are probed.For omparison, in the bottom part of the �gure, I show similar mapswhen both pairs onsist of light (u; d; s) quarks/antiquarks (left-bottom)and in the ase when both pairs onsist of harm quarks/antiquarks (right-
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Fig. 3. A map of d2�!�(�1;�2)d�1d�2 at W = 100 GeV for the �rst (left-top panel) andthe seond (right-top panel) photon �utuating into �. For omparison I showanalogous maps for light quark�antiquark pairs (left-bottom panel) and for thease when both pairs onsist of harm quarks/antiquarks (right-bottom panel).bottom). For light quarks (u; d; s) one observes a lear maximum at (�1; �2)= (1 GeV�1, 1 GeV�1) = (0.2 fm, 0.2 fm). In this ase a non-negligiblestrength extends, however, up to large distanes �1 and �2. Only in the aseof the prodution of two � pairs, the ross setion is dominated exlusivelyby short-distane phenomena.3.2. e+e� ! e+e�b�bXUp to now no attempt was done to unfold experimentally the ross se-tion for  ! b�bX. Only the ross setion for the e+e� ! b�bX reationwas obtained reently by the L3 and OPAL ollaborations at LEP2 [9, 10℄.



4450 A. SzzurekThe measured, positron and eletron antitagged ross setions annot bedesribed as a sum of diret and single-resolved ontributions, even if next-to-leading order orretions are inluded [10℄. The measured ross setionexeeds the theoretial preditions by a large fator. This is a new situationin omparison to the harm prodution where the de�it is muh smaller.The ross setion for the e+e� ! b�bX reation when both positron andeletron are antitagged an be easily estimated in the equivalent photonapproximation (EPA) as�(e+e� ! b�bX;Wee) = Z dxAdxB fA(Eb; �max; xA)fB(Eb; �max; xB)��( ! b�bX;W ) ; (7)where fA and fB are virtuality-integrated �ux fators of photons in thepositron and eletron, respetively, and �max is the maximal angle of thepositron/eletron not, to be identi�ed by the experimental apparatus. In thepresent analysis we alulate the integrated �ux fators fA and fB in a simplelogarithmi approximation. The photon�photon energy an be alulated interms of photon longitudinal momentum frations xA and xB in the positronand eletron, respetively, as W = pxAxBsee. It is instrutive to visualizehow di�erent regions of W ontribute to �(e+e� ! b�bX;Wee). For thispurpose it is useful to transform variables from xA; xB to xF � xA�xB andW = W . Then�(e+e� ! b�bX;Wee) = Z dxFdW J fA(Eb; �max; xA)fB(Eb; �max; xB)��( ! b�bX;W ) ; (8)where the Jaobian J is a simple funtion of kinematial variables.The integrand I(xF;W ) of (8) for b�b is shown in Fig. 4 for the diretprodution (left panel) and for the Saturation Model (right panel) inludingall ontributions onsidered in the present analysis. Quite a di�erent patternan be observed for the two mehanisms. While for the diret produtionone is sensitive mainly to low-energy photon�photon ollisions, in the Sat-uration Model the ontributions of high-energies annot be negleted andone has to integrate over W essentially up to Wee. This di�erene in Wis due to di�erent energy dependene of �( ! b�b;W) for the di�erentmehanisms onsidered, as has been disussed above. Even in the latter asethe integrated ross setion is very sensitive to the region of not too highenergies W � 20 GeV, where the not-fully-understood threshold e�ets mayplay essential role.For LEP2 averaged energy hWeei � 190 GeV the ross setion inte-grated taking into aount experimental uts is �(e+e� ! b�bX) = 6:1 pb
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Fig. 4. The dependene of the integrand of Eq. (7) on the photon�photon energyW for xF = 0 (solid) and xF = � 0.5 (dashed) for the b�b prodution for thediret mehanism (left panel) and in the dipole�dipole sattering in the SaturationModel (right panel) with the present presription for the energy dependene of thedipole�dipole ross setion. In this alulation Wee = 190 GeV.(C = 1) or 7.4 pb (C = 1=2) [3℄ for the dipole�dipole SAT-MOD satter-ing proess. The orresponding ross setion for the diret prodution is�(e+e� ! b�bX) = 1.2 pb. The hadroni single-resolved ontribution alu-lated here in the Saturation Model is very similar in size to that alulatedin the standard ollinear approah [10℄. As an be seen in Table I the2b2�b ontribution is pratially negligible. We have ompletely omitted thedouble-resolved ontribution whih is pratially negligible. The sum of thediret, b�b SAT-MOD, 2b2�b SAT-MOD and the hadroni single resolved SAT-MOD omponent is 9.3�10.6 pb in the ase when no transverse momentaTABLE ICross setions in pb for e+e� ! b�bX for LEP2 averaged energy Wee = 190 GeV.diret b�b 2b2�b SR sum L3 OPALSAT-MOD SAT-MOD SAT-MOD1.21 6.1�7.4 0.034 1.92 9.3�10.6 13.1 � 2.0 � 2.4 14.2 � 2.5 � 5.0



4452 A. Szzurekuts on the main SAT-MOD omponent are inluded and 6.4�7.1 pb withthe uts. These numbers should be ompared to experimentally measured�(e+e� ! b�bX) = 13:1� 2:0(stat)� 2:4(syst) pb [11℄ (L3) and preliminary�(e+e� ! b�bX) = 14:2 � 2:5(stat) � 5:0(syst) pb [11℄ (OPAL). In ompar-ison to earlier alulations in the literature, the theoretial de�it is muhsmaller. The suess of the present alulation relies on the inlusion of a fewmehanisms negleted so far � in partiular the dipole�dipole ontributionwhih, in our opinion, is not ontained in the standard ollinear approah.Up to now only theW-integrated ross setion has been determined ex-perimentally. This, in fat, does not allow to identify experimentally whetherthe problem is in low or high W . In order to identify better the regionwhere the standard ollinear approah fails it would be useful to bin theexperimental ross setion in the intervals of W making use of a possi-bility to measure Wvis whih an be related to W via a suitable MonteCarlo program. At present, even splitting the ross setion for e+e� ! b�bXinto �(W < W0) and �(W > W0) for W0 � 20 GeV would be usefuland should shed more light on the problem of the experimental exess of b�brelative to the �standard� QCD approah.3.3. Quark�antiquark orrelationsSo far mainly the integrated ross setion for heavy quark/antiquarkprodution was onsidered in the literature. Only in a few ases inlusivedistributions in transverse momentum or rapidity (see e.g. [12℄) were pre-sented. No attempts have so far been made to analyze the �nal state inmore detail. In our opinion investigating orrelations between heavy quark�heavy antiquark ould be muh more onlusive in identifying the produ-tion mehanisms than the integrated ross setion or even a single variabledistribution.In priniple, any orrelation between two kinematial variables of the�nal quark and antiquark would be of interest. We suggest that the following�nal quark/antiquark momentum frations:xQ = ~pQj~pQj n̂1 ;x �Q = ~p �Qj~p �Qj n̂1 ; (9)where n̂1 = ~p1j~p1 j (10)would be very useful to separate the di�erent mehanisms (approahes). Inthe de�nition above ~pQ and ~p �Q are momenta of the heavy quark and anti-



Remarks on Heavy-Quark Prodution in Photon�Nuleon and : : : 4453quark, respetively, and ~p1 is the momentum of the �rst photon, all in thephoton�photon enter-of-mass frame. By de�nition �1 < xQ; x �Q < 1. Simi-lar quantities are being used at present when analyzing, e.g., jet produtionat HERA to separate out resolved and diret proesses.QQ orrelations
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Fig. 5. The expeted loi in (xQ; x �Q) spae of di�erent mehanisms onsidered inthe present analysis. SR1 / SR2 means that the �rst/seond photon was trans-formed into vetor mesons andDR means that eah of the photons was transformedinto a vetor meson. The dashed irle is the lous orresponding to the pairs emit-ted from the middle of the gluoni ladder (not disussed in the text).In Fig. 5 I present a sketh of naive expetations. Although a preise maprequires detailed alulations for eah mehanism separately, whih is beyondthe sope of the present analysis, it is obvious that the separation of di�erentmehanisms here should be muh better than for any inlusive spetra. Inthe ase of dipole�dipole approah (the elongated ellipses) this would requiregoing to the momentum representation. The mixed representation used inthe present paper is useful only for integrated ross setions.Experimentally, the analysis suggested would be di�ult at LEP2 be-ause of rather limited statistis. We hope that suh an analysis will bepossible at the photon�photon option at TESLA. At present, even loaliz-ing a few LEP2 oinidene � events in the diagram x versus x� would beinstrutive.



4454 A. Szzurek4. ConlusionsThere is no ommon onsensus in the literature on detailed understand-ing of the dynamis of photon�nuleon and photon�photon ollisions. Inthis presentation I have limited the disussion to the prodution of heavyquarks simultaneously in photon�nuleon and photon�photon ollisions athigh energies. The sizeable mass of harm or bottom quarks sets a nat-ural low energy limit on a naive appliation of SAT-MOD. Here a arefultreatment of the kinematial threshold is required.We have started the analysis from (real) photon�nuleon sattering,whih is very lose to the domain of SAT-MOD as formulated in [1℄. Ifthe kinematial threshold orretions are inluded, SAT-MOD gives simi-lar results as the standard ollinear approah for both harm and bottomprodution. We have estimated the VDM ontribution to the heavy quarkprodution.The seond part of the present analysis has been devoted to real photon�real photon ollisions. For the �rst time in the literature we have estimatedthe ross setion for the prodution of 22� �nal state. We have found thatthis omponent onstitutes up to 10�15% of the inlusive harm produtionat high energies and is negligible for the bottom prodution. We have shownhow to generalize SM to the ase when one of the photons �utuates intolight vetor mesons. It was found that this omponent yields a signi�antorretion of about 30�40% for inlusive harm prodution and 15�20% forbottom prodution. We have shown that the double resolved omponent,when both photons �utuate into light vetor mesons, is non-negligible onlyat very high energies, both for the harm and bottom prodution.I have shown that the prodution of � pairs (the same is true for b�b) isnot ompletely of perturbative harater and involves both short- and large-size ontributions. The latter as nonperturbative are unavoidably subjetedto some modeling. Present experimental statistis do not allow extration ofross setions for the  ! b�b reation and therefore it is not lear where theobserved de�it resides. It is not exluded that the apparent de�it of bottomquarks may reside at photon�photon energies lose to threshold. This is aregion where the underlying physis has never arefully been studied.Finally I have disussed a possibility to distinguish experimentally thedi�erent mehanisms disussed in the present paper by measuring heavyquark�antiquark orrelations. This suggestion requires, however, furtherdetailed studies of the Monte Carlo type, inluding experimental possibilitiesand limitations.The present alulation is not fully onsistent as far as parameters areonsidered. I have taken SAT-MOD parameters from Ref. [1℄, where onlydipole (quark�antiquark) omponent was �tted to the total ross setion for
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